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PRESS RELEASE
Anderson Consultants, Inc. meets with IL Rep. Randy Frese to help review state
energy policy affecting downstate Illinois
Rep. Frese to take more in depth view into state energy policy following announced closing of two Exelon
nuclear generation facilities affecting future statewide energy prices.

Quincy, June 7, 2016: Anderson Consultants, Inc. (ACI) is pleased to announce that we were privileged to an extensive
meeting regarding pending and proposed Illinois energy legislation. We discussed its impact on downstate Illinois residents
and businesses with IL Rep. Randy Frese (R), 94 th District today. We have had dialogue and will continue to meet with him as
an independent advisor on Illinois energy policy. Through initial and future discussions of the current State of Illinois
electricity market conditions, generation assets, current state policy and proposed legislation we will maintain awareness of
energy opportunities and legislation and to keep the Representative informed so he may adequately make informed
decisions on behalf of his constituents. Through talks with Representative Frese, it is our intent to meet with him and other
state leaders as well of representatives of Exelon and Dynegy as we try to find a viable and sustainable path forward and to
avoid the announced closure of the Clinton and Quad Cities nuclear generation facilities. These facilities not only are
important to the Illinois electricity infrastructure as it currently stands, but they also provide approximately 1.2 billion dollars of
economic activity to our state and 1,200-1,600 jobs at a time when our state desperately needs it. We hope to open
communication across party lines and with the corporations sponsoring legislation throughout future sessions in order to
allow Illinois to continue enjoy some of the lowest annual electric prices across the country. Without a clear path forward
that includes additional carbon-free sources to include nuclear power, wind, solar, and other viable energy assets our state
stands to fail to meet the very ambitious goal of a 25% renewable energy statewide renewable energy portfolio as more
and more support to the grid is needed with the threatened decommissioning of several nuclear facilities across the nation.
We hope to provide a private and independent approach to the energy policy process at a time when our state is
seemingly torn with controversial issues and at a time when our government continues to operate without a viable budget
in sight. We will strive to alleviate some of the additional stress of digesting hours and hours of energy policy from Rep. Frese
and other key state
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lawmakers as well fulfill an obligation to not only our state legislators but also the residents they represent. All services will be
provided to the benefit of the state free of charge as we hope that the small role we can play will have a great impact on
the energy future of our great state.

Anderson Consultants, Inc. is a privately held, Illinois corporation consulting for residential and commercial natural gas and
electric interests totaling 160,000,000 Kwh of electricity and 5,000,000 therms of natural gas annually. ACI manages clients
located in IL, TX, PA, and OH. ACI has existed and been located at 1900 Harrison, Quincy, IL 62301 for 16 years
(Incorporated June 2001). Founded by Kent Anderson, P.E., President. The Chief Operating Officer and primary lead and
contact for any state level dealings is Matt Anderson.

Media Requests: Please submit any questions to be considered for comment in writing to:
ATTN: Media Relations
Anderson Consultants, Inc.
1900 Harrison Street
Quincy, IL 62301
**Due to the complex nature of the industry all questions must be submitted in writing and may not be altered in form during
an interview. Any failure to comply with our requests may warrant the ending of an interview or refusal to comment on your
request in its entirety. Any media using comment from ACI agrees to allow ACI expressed consent to view the content in its
entirety before publication to assess the accuracy of the information ultimately being disseminated to the public (This
excludes live content)

